
Number Section Aswers

1 I

2 II

3 III

4 IV 

5 V

6 V

7 V

Question

Please provide your feedback on Section I.

Please provide your feedback on the provided definitions. Shall 

any definition be adjusted or deleted or added.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed assignment 

process for IP Addresses.

Please provide your feedback on the propose ASN assignment 

process.

Please provide your view whether you see the necessity to 

establish rules and regulation for existing “.mm” Domain 

Names.

Please provide your feedback on defined duties of the 

Department. 

Please provide your view on the general concepts of Reserved 

Second Level “.mm” Domain Names and Sensitive Second 

Level “.mm” Domain Names. Do you see a necessity to 

establish the concept of Reserved and Sensitive Second Level 

“.mm” Domain Names?



Number Section Aswers

8 V

9 V

10 V

11 V

12 V

13 V

14 V

Please provide feedback on the proposed Third Level “.mm” 

Domain Names reserved for special usage and the Third Level 

“.mm” Domain Names which are reserved until the Department 

unreserved them. 

Please provide your feedback on the proposed eligibility criteria 

for the application for “.mm” Domain Names.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed concept of 

Principally Reserved Names and on the proposed Principally 

Reserved Names itself.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed concept and 

definition of Sensitive Names.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed validity of 

Domain Names.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed general eligibility 

criteria of “.mm” Domain Names. Do you see any technical 

challenges with the proposed characterization?

Please provide your feedback on the proposed assignment 

responsibilities and the proposed application process.

Question



Number Section Aswers

15 V

16 V

17 V

Please provide your feedback on the proposed registration 

process including renewal, cancellation, suspension and 

transfer.

Please provide your feedback on the dispute resolution process 

in relation to right of registering. Please provide your feedback 

that the final DNDRP shall be define by the Registrar. Please 

provide your feedback on the proposed “neutral judge” 

(Arbitrators), the DNDRP Panel, the additional potential to go to 

court and payment mechanisms of the cost of the proceedings. 

Do you see the necessity to allow appeal to Minister after 

Arbitration is concluded, providing that there is the additional 

option to address the dispute to court? Do you see the need to 

further specify Arbitrators within the Electronic Addressing Plan 

or shall this be open to be derived by the Registrar? Do you see 

the necessity for public consultation of the developed DNDRP 

Policy?

Please provide you feedback on proposed power, duties and 

responsibilities of the Registrar on Application.

Question



Number Section Aswers

18 V

19 V

20 V

21 V

22 V

Question

Please provide your general feedback on the proposed 

Electronic Addressing Plan. Would you see the necessity to 

incorporate further details? Is the Electronic Addressing Plan 

exaggerated and should be reduced to less detail?

Please provide your feedback on the dispute resolution process 

in relation to Sensitive Names. Please provide your feedback 

that the final SDNDRP shall be define by the Registrar. Please 

provide your feedback on the proposed SDNDRP Panel and 

Subpanel, the additional potential to go to court and payment 

mechanisms of the cost of the proceedings. Do you see the 

necessity to allow appeal to Minister after Arbitration is 

concluded, providing that there is the additional option to 

address the dispute to court? Do you see the need to further 

specify the SDNDRP Panel within the Electronic Addressing 

Plan or shall this be open to be derived by the Registrar? Do 

you see the necessity for public consultation of the developed 

SDNDRP Policy?

Please provide your feedback on the proposed dispute 

resolution process in relation to Regulated Names.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed transfer rules.

Please provide your feedback on the proposed charging 

mechanisms.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































